Simultaneous Imaging of Three Tumor-Related mRNAs in Living Cells with a DNA Tetrahedron-Based Multicolor Nanoprobe.
We constructed a DNA tetrahedron based multicolor nanoprobe, which could simultaneously imaging of three tumor-related mRNAs in living cells through fluorescence restoration caused by competitive chain replacement reaction. The oligonucleotides used to construct the tetrahedron were extended by adding three 21-base recognition sequences modified with different fluorophores (FAM, Cy3, and Cy5) in the 5' end. Three 11-base complementary sequences modified with quencher (BHQ1 for FAM and BHQ2 for Cy3 and Cy5) were hybridized with the recognition sequences to quench the fluorescence. In the presence of the specific mRNA targets, the recognition sequences hybridized with the targets to form longer duplexes and the fluorescence was restored. Compared with previously reported nanoprobes based on DNA tetrahedron, the multicolor nanoprobe can effectively avoid false positive results.